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8:00 - 10:00 
10:00 
10 :OO - 10:15 
11:15 - 12:30 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR DAY 
l~pril 6, 1956 
PROGRAl\-1 
Registration and Visitation 
General Assembly, Button Memorial f .. uditorium 
Dean Roger L. Viilson, Presiding 
~ Melodies, Button Memorial Auditorium 
~ Adron Doran, Organist 
Greetings - Dr. Adron Doran, President 
Morehead State College 
Opportunities available to students for intelle<;tual, 
physical, social, and spiritual development: (students 
of Morehead State College) 
Academic Programs - Mac Lynn 
Pre-Professional Programs - Ron Hamilton 
Social and Recreational Activities - Steve Hamilton 
Relit:tious Life - Don Holloway 
,. -
Music - Morehead State College Chorus 
Director, Mr. Milton lvioore 
Puppet Show - Mr. Tom Young 
l~rt Department 
Lunch in Cafeteria - Compliments of the College 
12:30 - 2:30 ·Tour of Departments 
1:30 - ?.~30 
?Wimming - Senff Natatorium 
(Students must furnish bathing suits) 
Refreshments - Foyer of .t.uditorium 
THE Tv10REHEAD ST.ATE COLL.IWE &RTIST S~RIES 
presents 
SIDNEY HAP.TH, VIOLIN 
DORIS OFEN, PIP.NO 
I 
Vitali, T. ------------ Ciaccona 
II 
Franck, c. ------------ Sonata for Violin and Piano 
Allegretto ben Moderate 
Allegro 
Recitative - FantBsia 
(Ben Moderate - Largamente) 
Allegretto Foco Mossa 
I N T E R M I S S I O N 
III 
Paganini-------------- Three Short Sonatas 
sonata No. 7, op. 3 in A Major 
Sonnta No. 3, op. 2 in D Major 
Sonata No. 5, op. 2 in D Major 
IV 
Copland, A. ----------- ill{elele Serenade 
Symanowski, K. -------- Mythe No. 1, La Fontaine D'Arethuse, 
op .. 30, No., 1 
Moszko,riski, M. -------- Guitarre, op. 45, No. 2 
BUTTON MEMORIAL AUDITORIUI\-i 
April 4, 1956 
Eight o' clock 
Morehead State College Band "§oncert, May 6 
Breckinridge Training School Orchestra, May 7 
Gomer PoBnd, Facu~ty Recital~ May 8 
Student Recital, Mny 9 
Morehead State College Chorus Concert, May 10 
• 
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
presents 
CHANG SOOK OH 
in recital 
Italian Concerto 
Allegro anin1.ato 
Bach 
Sonata, Op. 57 (Appassionata) 
Allegro assia 
Beethoven 
Toccata from Suite, Pour le Piano Debussy 
Bngatelles, Op11 5, Tcherepnine 
Nos. 3 and 10 
INTERMISSION 
Cone erto in A minor Schumann 
Allegro affcttuoso 
Marie Johnson at the second piano 
Baird Music Building, April 8, 1956, 3:00 p.m. 
The Department of Music 
of 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
presents the 
CONCERT BAND 
J.L. Zingale, Conductor 
Gomer Pound, Assistant Conductor 
Rehearsal Hall, Baird Music Building 
Sunday, May 6, 1956 
3:00 P.M. 
The National. Anthem 
Trafalgar., March 
Komm., Susser Tod 
"Come Sweet Death" 
Danse Russe 
from "Petrouchka" 
Prelude and Ji\tgue 
in F Minor 
Folk Song Suite 
for Military Band 
Program 
Marche Hongroise 
from "Damnation De Faust" 
Zehle 
Bach-Leidzen 
Straw.i.nsky-Goldman 
Handel-Malin 
Williams 
Berlioz-Lake 
El Relicar:to, Paso Doble Padilla 
Conducted by Mr. Gomer Pound 
Inter:m:1.ssion 
Brass Sextet with Dance Solos 
Prayer., from "Rienzi" 
Dance Solo, Don Holloway 
Moonlight Dance 
.from "Suite in Eb" 
Dance Solo, Greta Bo Lewis 
Intermission 
King Cotton., March 
Scenes from the Sierras 
A Pair 
from "Poker Deck Ballet" 
"Selec ti.on tr 
from Tschaikowsky Melodies 
, Barnum and Bailey's Favorites March 
Wagner-Trinka.us 
Clapp 
Sousa 
Bennett 
Palange 
arr. Yoder 
The Morehead State College 
D epartment of Music 
presents 
GOMER POUND, Clarinetist 
Marie Johnson, Pianist 
I 
Concerto in A Major, I<. 622 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• W .A• Mozart 
Adagio 
Deuxieme Concerto in Eb Ivlajor, Op. 74 •••••••••••••• CQ M. von Weber 
Reci -1:ative 
Polonaise 
II 
8onata in F Minor, Ope 120, Noo 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J oharm.es Brahms 
Allegro appas sionate 
Andante un poco adagio 
Allegretto grazioso 
Vivace 
INTERMISSION 
ill 
Introduction et Rondo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ch. M. Widor 
IV 
Canzonetta ••••••••••••••••••••••• · ••••••••••••••••••• Gabriel Pierne I 
Melodie et Scherz etto • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A rthur C oq uard 
BUTTON AUDITORIUM 
IV.LAY 8, 1956 
EIGHT O'CLOCK 

MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE CHORUS 
Milton Moore, Director 
Morehead State College 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Button Auditorium 
May 10, 1956 8 p.m. 
Blessings of Peace 
Credo 
PROGRAM 
Group I 
Douglas Smith, soloist 
Let Thy Blessed Spirit 
Hear }tr Prayer 
Janet Boyer, piano 
Arkhangelsky 
Gretchaninof 
Tschesnokoff 
Mendelssohn 
Monta Carol Frisby, soloist 
Group II 
Oh, Susanna 
Go 1wccy- From My Window 
Betty Ann Ewen, soloist 
Foster-Cain 
Niles 
The Birch Tree Arr. by Stone 
· Paul Carpenter, soloist 
Skip to My Lou Arr. by Wilson 
Paul Carpenter, soloist 
Group III 
There is A Balm in Gilead Dawson 
Alnora Johnson, soloist 
He 1s Got the Whole World in His Hands Arr. by Merritt 
Marian Feltner, soloist 
Showboat Medley Kern 
Janet Boyer, piano 

/0-,t. I e' 
The Morehead Players 
The Morehead Players are particularly pleased to present Charles 
Best's "THE KIDS," not only from the standpoint that, through ar-
rangements with the Southeastern Theatre Association, they are able 
to bring you a fresh new play whose Broadway premier is scheduled 
for October of 1960; but with the opportunity of presenting a timely 
and news-worthy subject. 
In the years of unrest since the advent of World War II, it has become 
increasingly important that we all understand the international pro· 
blems that face us and our contemporaries in other countries. 
"THE KIDS," we feel, gives a graphic and clarifying picture of the 
emotions that sparked the noble and short-lived Hungarian Revolt 
against the Russian oppressors in 1956. Today, in 1960, the youth of 
Hungary are again in the news as they reach legal age and can be 
tried for their participation in the 1956 holocaust. Getting to know 
"THE KIDS" through Mr. Best's vital and inspiring play will, we 
hope, help you make your own judgement as a citizen of the world. 
THE MOREHEAD PLAYERS 
Present 
Charles Best's 
THE KIDS 
(in order of casts speaking) 
JULIA NADORI ------------------------------------------ Lane Corvey 
ANTAL NADORI --------------------------------~----- Donald Taylor 
MARIE Bonnie Olson 
ISTVAN TOROK ------------------------------------------ J. B. Hall* 
PETER NADORI -------------------------------------- Larry Kegley 
ERZSEBET TOROK -------------------------------- Phyllis Flannery* 
NEWSCASTER ---------------------------------------- Mitchell Ghent 
GEZA TOROK -------------------------------------- Charles Williams 
MATYAS KOV AKS -------------------------------- Robert Larimore* 
FIRST SOVIET SOLDIER ---------------------------- James Morgan 
SECOND SOVIET SOLDIER -------------------------- Franklin Duke 
SOVIET PETTY OFFICER ---------------------------- Clyde Combs* 
SCENE: 
TIME: 
The Nadori family's one-room basement apartment 
Budapest, Hungary. 
October 23 to November 9, 1956. 
ACT 1, Scene 1: October 23, morning 
Scene 2: October 25, evening. 
Scene 3: October 30, dusk. 
ACT II, Scene 1: November 3, late night. 
Scene 2: November 7, afternoon. 
ACT III, Scene 1: 20 minutes later, evening. 
Scene 2: November 9, mid-day. 
There will be a 10 minute intermission between Acts I and II. There 
will be a five minute intermission between Acts II and III. 
*Masque Player 
. . ' 
~ ". 
0 Come All Ye Fa1thful 
.. 
O Come all ye fnithful; joyful n:hd triumphant 
0 come ye, o come ye to Bethlehem. 
,. 9ome nnd adore him, b9rn the King of. Angels. 
0 c0me, let us ndore him, 
. ; O come, let us adore him, 
0 come, let us adore him, Christ the Lord, 
Sing, choirs ,;f angels, sing in exultation • 
Sing, . all ye 6it1zens of Henven ab0ve. 
Glory to God, Glory in the highest. 
Ch0rus 
Joy To The ,r1orld 
. · '. Joy t o the w0rld, the Lord. is c ome, 
· Let earth receive h~~ King. 
Let every heArt prepare him r oom. 
And Heaven and nature sing, 
And_ Heaven and nature sing, 
And ~eaven, and Heaven, and nature sing. 
I 
.·~ . He rules the wo rld with truth and grnce, 
· And make·s the nati ons prove · · 
• t 
The Glories of His righte cusness, 
And wonder~ .n f His l 0ve, and wonders of His l ove, 
Ana· wnnqers/· and , w0.nqe.rs of His. l e ve, ... : ._ 
f • : ·- .. , , • : • • • • • • • 
Silent Night 
Silent night, h oly night, 
All is calm. All is bri ght. 
Round yon Virg in Mother and Child, .,',r .:< 
Holy Infant s o tend~f o,nd_ ..mil_9. 
Sleep in He avenly peace. · · "' 
,,, . S,leep : in . Hep yeply peace. 
• • • I \ • ,. 
. 
.. Silent ,nigpt,. Holy niF;ht.: 
Shephera·s qunke at the ' sight • 
. Gl ories stream from He even afar. 
Heavenly Hosts sing allelujap. 
Christ, the Savi our, is· bnrn. · · 
Christ, the s~vi our, is born. 
Deck the Halls 
Deck the halls with boughs of holly, 
Fn la la lo ln, la lo, la, la. 
Tis the season t o be j olly, 
Fo., la, ln, la , la, la, la, la, la. 
Don we now our ~ny apparel, 
Fa, la, ln, la, lo, ln, la, la, la. 
Troll the ancient yuletide cArol 
Fn, la, lu, la, la, la, la~ la, la. 
F 


THE :UOREBEAD PIA YERS 
;irosent 
MOLIF:RE1S 
THE I M J:_ G I N A R Y INV'ALID 
A liarce-C nraody in Triroe Acts and ·an Interlude 
DIRECTED JXD LDL~TED TO THE STYIE OF T'tlE. 11ROJ.RIN' 'TWEETIES11 
by 
w. P. covnmron, III;,~ 
LSSIS7I.NT DIRECTffi: Phyllis L:.wrson,'i-
SETTING: R.Pv Boan ~ . LIGHTING; Jean Loe Hullcnc1 r,rc-h'-

the civic • music association presents 
-------------
NORA KOVACH 
SONIA AROVA 
HOWARD BARR 
ISTVAN RABOVSKY 
With 
At the Pianos 
and 
JOB SANDERS 
JULIAN ELBAZ 
FRONT page headlines around the free world four years ago proclaimed the escape from behind the Iron Curtain of two of Eastern Europe's 
most exciting dancers. Since then, New York, Paris, London, _Brussels, Lisbon and Barce-
lona have added their acclaim to the bravos of Moscow, Lerungrad and Budapest. 
Nora and Istvan met while they were students at the Budapest State Opera Ballet 
School. At sixteen Istvan became a solo dancer of the State Ballet, and from his first 
appearance, his reputation spread .throughout Eastern Europe .. The next yeai:, Ulanova, 
the great Russian ballerina, saw his performances and determrned to take him back to 
Russia. Searching for a partner suited to accompany him, Ulanova auditioned the com-
pany's entire ballerina contingent and chose a gifted youngster ... Nora. Unknown to 
Ulanova the two were secretly engaged. 
The couple appeared both in Moscow's Bolshoi Theatre and in Leningrad's famous 
Maryinsky Theatre, receiving a kind of public acclaim and adulation unknown even to 
top movie stars in the U.S. Despite their success, the two dancers' anti-communist feelings 
were heightened every day by the restrictions on their artistic and personal freedom and 
by the life they saw about them. 
In May, 1953, sent to Berlin to perform before East German officials, and watched 
steadily by secret police, they went calmly about their business until the night of the per-
formance. Then, shortly before curtain time, they left their possessions behind, went to 
the nearest subway, by sheer luck evaded a policeman checking identification papers, 
waited agonizing moments for a train, boarded it and didn't get off until they were well 
into the Western Sector. 
Since then, the couple have appeared in Europe and North America, have taken their 
ensemble to South America and have appeared a number of times on the Ed Sullivan 
Television Show. Last July they created headlines again when they were rescued from 
the sinking Andrea Doria. 
SONIA AROVA 
~en Son_ia Arova was five, the great Feodor Chaliapin visited her home in Sofia, 
Bulgana, and, 1m~ressed with the little girl's musicality, persuaded her parents to allow 
h~r to study dancmg at the State Opera House. At nine she was taken to Paris to study 
with t.he tab.led Madame Preobrajenska, also studying singing, ballet with Serge Lifar, 
and piano with Marguerite Long. Sonia was one of the "rats" in the famous French movie 
La Mort du Cyg~e ~nd at eleven appeared at the Opera Comique. 
. ~t the begmmng of World War II, Sonia was sent to live with an English couple 
10 Brittany and from there to England on a Dutch freighter with Sonia disguised as a boy. 
. · · En land and when she was fifteen began to dance 
The teen-ager co~unued her stud~es::: BaITet Later with London's Festival Ballet she 
professionally with the Internation . 'th the Komaki Ballet in Tokyo, Miss Arova 
became a star. In 1954, ;11':{1tPftar:9 ;;:t year she was a guest artist with the Chicago became a member of .Ba c: ea e/ New York. In private life Miss Arova is Mrs. Job 
Lyric Theatre Ballet in cago an 
Sanders. JOB SANDERS 
J b s d has achieved recognition both as a featured dancer in ballet and on 
the Br:ad:ay es7age and as one of the most promis~g of ~e younger choreographers. 
Born in Amsterdam, Holland, he studied ballet with Gavrilov and at the School of 
American Ballet in New York. . . 
In 1948, Mr. Sanders joined the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and remamed w~th 
that company until 1952. In 1954 he became a member of The Ballet Theatre, with 
which company he danced as a featured artist through last season. . . 
On Broadway Mr. Sanders has been seen in Two's Company with Bette DavIS, 
Carousel, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, and Almanac, and last spring ch~reographed a 
highly successful new ballet on juvenile delinquents for New York's Phoemx Theatre. He 
has also choreographed ballets for Nora Kaye, Hugh Laing and Alexandra Danilova. 
PROGRAM 
I. 
Suite .... . .................................................. . Edvard Grieg 
a. Prelude (1843-1907) 
b. Adagio 
c. Rigaudon 
Grieg, the most noted of Scao~inavian composers, was sent to the Leipzig 
Conservatory at the age of fifteen. His early compositions were patterned on those 
of the masters but gradually he devoted himself to the study of Norwe!!ian folk-music 
and became the great interpreter of genuine Norwegian melody, rhythm, and modes. 
SONIA AROVA AND JoB SANDERS 
CHOREOGRAPHY BY JOB SANDERS 
Don Quixote-Grand Pas de Deux. . . . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..... . ....... . Ludwig Minkus 
a. Introduction c. Variation (1827-1890) 
b. Grand Pas de Deux d. Coda Arr. Julian Elbaz 
Minkus was born in Vienna a d d' d . S duction of ballet with musi n ie m t. Petersburg, Russia. His first pro-
This production was the ba~e~~o~erQfo~med in ~oscow on December 14, 1869. 
Quixote by Cervantes. uixote, which was based on the book, Don 
NORA KOVACH AND ISTVAN RABOVSKY 
Suite Scaramouche ........................................... . Darius Milhaud 
a. Vis 
b. Modere 
c. Brazileria 
Scaramouche was a stock character in old Italian comedy, a braggart, a coward, 
yet a merry fellow. The first part of this Suite might be regarded as a character-
sketch of him. The second has the character of a Berceuse. The Finale is based 
on a popular Brazilian dance-rhythm, the Samba, which attracted Milhaud during 
his visit to Brazil. How ARD BARR AND JULIAN ELBAZ 
:Espana ................................................ . Emmanuel Chabrier 
(1841-1894) 
Pianist and composer, pupil of Marmontel and Laurent at Paris Conservatory; 
from 1865 pianist to the Empress Eugenie and director of the Court balls. Wrote 
some 250 dances for orchestra, among these Estudiantina, Dolores, Espana and 
Les Sirenes. NORA KOVACH, ISTVAN R.ABOVSKY 
SONIA A.ROYA, JOB SANDERS 
CHOREOGRAPHY BY PEREJESLA VEC 
INTERMISSION 
II. 
Love Game .............................................. . Moritz Moszkowski 
(1854-1925) 
Arr. Julian Elbaz 
Moritz Moszkowski was a Polish gentleman of wealth who became known 
first as a concert pianist. He was, however, so nervous that he was forced to give 
up the career of a virtuoso and devoted himself to teaching and composition. 
NORA KOVACH AND ISTVAN R.ABOVSKY 
CHOREOGRAPHY BY p. GusZEY 
Princess Aurora-Pas de Deux ........................... Peter llich Tschaikowsky 
from "The Sleeping Beauty" (1840-1893) 
a. Adagio c. Variation-Princess Aurora 
b. Variation-Prince Charming d. Coda 
The Sleeping Beauty had its premier New Year's Day, 18?0. Tschai~ows~ 
valued the music highly and though coldly received at first. 1t soon gamed m 
popularity. 
The scenario follows the old French story of Charles Perrault's, Contes du 
Temps. Marchen is loved by German children under the name of Dornoschen. 
The beautiful princess is placed under a magic spell, and sleeps under a rose bo~er 
through the ages until the Prince who is unafraid hews his _way tbroug~ the massive 
bushes grown formidable with time, and rescues her to a hfe of happmess. 
SONIA AROVA AND JoB SANDERS 
CHOREOGRAPHY BY PETIPA 


FACULTY RECITAL 
Violet c. Severy, Organist 
w.i..th 
Leslie Woelflini Clarinetist 
and 
Ann W:oelfin1 Pianist 
Baird Music Building 
Thursday, March 71 1957 
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THE DEPART1vi.ENT OF MUSIC 
MOREHE.l~D STATE COLLEGE 
PRESENTS IN SENIOR RECITAL 
Sydney J\nnellc IvicMullcn, orcanist 
assisted by 
Jnn .Fleck, clarinetist and pianist 
Sue Bayless, accompanist 
Sunday, Niay 12, 1957 3:00 P• m. Bniru. J:vlusic Builclins 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
**********************>!<********)',.< 
PROGRAM 
Prelude and Fugue in g minor ••••••••••••••••• J oho.nn Sebastian Bach 
( 1685-1750) 
Ch 1 P 1 d J s. Bach • ora c re u es ••••••••••••• •. • •••• • ••• • •. • • • 
"In Death's Strong Grasp the Saviour Lay" 
11In Peace and Joy I Now Depart" 
Sarabo.nde ••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• .L\rcangelo Corelli 
(1653-1713) 
Prelude ancl Fugue in C Major.• •••••••• •• ••••• J. s. Bach 
.L\nnellc MclVlullcn1 organ 
Adacio from Concerto for ClarL-iet, K. 622 ••••• Vvolfcang_ .nmadcuc Mozart 
(1756-91) 
Concertino for Clarinet, Op. 26 ••••••••••••••• Carl Maria von VI eber 
(1786-1826) 
Jan Fleck, clarinet 
Sue Bayless, nccon.1panist 
Siciliano from Second S::mata for Flute anc! Clavier •••••••• 
Bach-Steutermnn 
Prelude, Fusue and Variation (original form). •• S:eoar Franck 
(1822-90) 
Mias McMullen and Mr. Fleck 
Chnconne H 1 -·r·11 • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ca ey v'.' 1 an 
(1880--~) 
Rondin'.) -r..:1 l ·ur· 11 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ........... ,. •••• • ••• • •• .::--: ea cy vv 1 ai;r 
Ch:)ralc Preludes on Prutestant hynn tunes ••• •. Violet Severy 
11Fragrance 11 
"Shanahai11 u 
Prelude No 3 F d · k J b. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·rec~ aco 1 
11 (1891----) 
If Thou But Suffer God to Guide Thee •••••• .Flor Peeters 
" . . (Ii ving) 
Now Vf oodo and Fields Are Sleeping" ••••••• .Garth Edmundson 
{livina) Six Organ Piece a for Low Mas" T N. 1 .. 
.,. o $ "• i, • .,,.. •".,. • • • c1.n 10 n.nn. 
Prelude ·(Veni Creat':)r Spiritus) 
Prayer in G 
Postlude {l'o Deum Laudamus) 
}viiss 11clV1ullen 
(living) 
Department of Music 
Morehead Stale Teachers College 
PIANO RECITAL 
3:00 p. m. 
Sunday Afternoon, May 26 
Mary Denney 
Nocturne, C minor 
Sixth French Suite 
Allemande 
Courante 
Etude 
Military Polonaise 
Romance 
Ruth Fields 
PROGRAM 
Mary Denney 
Norwegian Bridal Procession 
Clair de Lune 
Polonaise, C minor 
Ruth Fields 
Sonata, Op. 27 No. 1 
First Movement 
Third French Suite 
Allemande 
Sarabande 
Etude, Op. 10 No. 3 
Polichinelle 
Alice Patrick 
Alice Patrick 
Chopin 
Bach 
Scriabine 
Chopin 
Sibelius 
Grieg 
Debussy 
Chopin 
Beethoven 
Bach 
Chopin 
Rachmaninoff 
-o-
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES 
-o-
SUMMER 1957 
first Day 
July 22-8:30-12 a. m., Registration 
Thompson Hall Basement. 
2:00 p. m., Preliminary meeting of 
classes in short story and poetry-
Thompson Hall. 
2:30 p. m., General Meeting. 
Thompson Hall. 
-0--
General 
July 26-4:00 p. m., Coke Party at the Home of 
President and Mrs. Doran. 
July 27-Wilderness Road arrangements to be 
made in the morning. 
July 23-Aug. 2 (inclusive)-8:30-12 a. m., Indiv-
idual conferences with the staff. 
10:30-Short Story Class. 
11:30-Poetry Class. 
July 23-26 (inclusive)-2:30 p. m., Group discus-
sions in poetry and fiction alternating, 
beginning with poetry. 
July 29-Aug. 1 (inclusive)-2:30 p. m., Group 
discussions in fiction and non-fiction 
alternating, beginning with non-fiction. 
Group Discussion Leaders-
First Week: Mr. Spears, Mr. Clark, Mr. 
Hazel. 
Second Week: Mr. Stokely, Wilma Dyke-
man, Mr. Creason. 
Other members of the staff will partic-
ipate on occasion. 
ON CAMPUS ' 
July 22 - August 2 
-0-
MOREHEAD WRITER'S WORKSHOP 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
Morehead, Kentucky 
-0-
Albert Stewart, Director 
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I 
SUl·J,ER 1957 
REnISTRATION-July 22, 8:50-12:00 a.m.,Thompson Hall 
:,'IRST GENERAL }'.EETrnG, 2:50 p.m., in Thompson Hall 
COKE PARTY, 4:00 p.m., Home of President & Mrs.Doran 
E7E:iI:"G LEC'l'URE: U:'<'DER fl!..K /OOD: DYLA.."T THOMAS, 7: ;O 
Additional KSS for conferences or group discussions 
should be filed at registration time. 
()lasses in s>iort story and poetry meet for l:he first 
ti~e at 2 p.m., July 22 in Thompson Hall. Stud&nts 
desiring college credit ere required to register for 
at least one course. 
'•/IWE~'iES~ RJ.'.D--A group excursion for the entire 
lorksh'.lp to see Berea College 1 e outdoor theater is in 
the schedule for Saturday, July 27. Reservat ions must 
be made mt le.tcr then e t registrrtion time. Students 
w"a enroll for t~e second 1-1eek only may come early, if 
tr.cy so desire, +o join the gro•..1p. Arrtang ements should 
be CEde by writing the Director ahead of time. Tickets 
fJr oembcrs of the .fo rkshop cost ,,.1. 75 for R r egularly 
priced t} :00 ticket. 
CO':'."SRfil~OES •1ill be scheduled ee. ch morning of the 'lork-
2hop , e,rce,pt fJr th" fir9t d@.y, from 8~30 to no0n, 
GRO:JP DIS0U3SI0:NS in poetry, fiction, &nd non-fiction 
"fill b,; conducted A.t 2: 50 p. m. throughout the dork shop, 
e,rcept f-Jr th, first and lP.at days, 
·, ..... ,,..~""""''h•,a•11!•Uh.ll'll•1, 11• :I, :.,,,:1,1t111111111<1111.111,•,, .. hi.·r1,"1ottmuu.11111mu,1,u,.1111;,;111,:1 .. r,11,•1111,1t1uu111,u~,,"'"""'""""'""""'''"'"l 
'July 
Af'tHn::nn ! 22 "It All Begins 1.rith Charccter" 
July 
29 11 Style and StRtement 11 
Mr.Surr:mers 
"Outstanding Single Am-
e ricA. n Posms 11 
llr. Su!Ill!lers 
:ecture 2:5 "Tw'.l foets from Kentucky" 
l-'.r . Spef'rs 
24 "Then 0'.lT.ea Pl0t" Srric9 
;:;O 
,o 
Mr. Frencis 
11 You Must Revise " 
I: .. -.. w ~-
.!<'r. Summers 
25 "Two P'.le1"'3 by Robe rt Hr.zel" 
Mr . Hazel 
26 "Hy Ex;'e ri<:·ncos PB RePdrr for 
n Publishing \ilr.m" 
Mr. Sum'l!ers 
Aug.l "The Feature i\.rticle 11 
h r. CrcRson 
Open-summer school 
c l oses ct 5 p.m • \; 
\' 
\. 
2' / 
'"' 
2 
;"r. HazE'l 
.;jjllilillfilJ!!~'!U/,Jl!l\lllilllitllllllllillll!llllillillil!llllllllllfll,lfllMllll'U' 
,,. ~,,,, .. EVENING LECT'JRE SERIES 
Thompson HRll-7 : ;0 :1111;;\,\\HI\U\ll,l\'ll• 
--- ----
July 
29 
,o 
51 
11 Into the Highways end Hedge-
rows: Research f'.lr Non-Fict i '.l n 11 
'.lilma Dykcr::en 
''Thol!llls '/olfe : Tho Mak ing of 
e.n Ar:1ericnn Novelist " 
i-.r . Stokely 
11 It I e Not the '/ny It Happem·d 11 
Mr. Surnl"1ere 
August 
1 11 Robert Frost Rs I Soc Him" 
'<~, >,-<'_,,,, / -~0 
~/ ... --....._;» . --.....::.. 
. , ./ . 
'<_ '··, .. ~ •. ·'··' , .... 
--.::..~:~ .. _:/~'-'\~ -
-'-------
MORG:i-tG:AD 
,e 7 ,-~ 
A N,w DAY AT 
MO~~UCAD 
TO Mt:ET TME CMALLl:NGE 
OF A , 0 .a: N WORL -
· It .. K·C! ~A -

MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
E.K.E.A. 
Presiding----
Dr,, Adron Doran 
Invocation----
Dro William B. Owsley 
Introduction of Guests 
Morehead State College 
11Then11 
Dr. Lawrence Stewart 
Morehead State College 
11Now11 
Don Holloway 
........ --· 
Morehead State College 
11When 11 
Dr. Adron Doran 
Muaic----
Mr. and Mrs. John Carter 
Alberta Spalding 
Accompanist 
Dinner Music by----
College String Trio 
Keith Huffman - Violin 
Alberta Spalding - Cello 
John Carter - Piano 





the civic association • music presents 
THE MEN OF SONG 
MURRAY VINAS, Tenor ROBERT A. REGAN, Baritone 
ROY HINES, Tenor FRED L. JONES, Bass 
CHARLES TOtJCHETTE, Pianist-Arranger . 
RECENTLY the National Society of Music named The Men of Song one of the ten best musical attractions in America. An accomplished, versatile 
group of four virile male voices and their pianist-arranger, the group gives. pr.ofessio?-al 
lustre and critically acclaimed artistic stature to that art of male quartet smgmg which 
is practiced with so much gusto and enjoyment wherever people come together to make 
music. Veterans of five years on the concert stage, numerous appearances on radio, tele-
vision and record, each member of the ensemble has a full musical background and 
education. 
ROBERT A. REGAN, baritone-Born in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and raised in 
various parts of the country, Mr. Regan did his undergraduate work at Cornell College, 
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. While in school there he was active in radio and concert work. He 
was also assistant conductor of the college a cappella choir and the Oratorio Society. 
While in military service, he did extensive entertaining as a choral conductor and as 
soloist in concerts, television, opera, etc. This past year he has attended the graduate 
school at the Manhattan School of Music as a voice student of both John Brownlee and 
Herta Glaz. During the same time he appeared with the Schola Cantorum and the Amer-
ican Concert Choir. 
FRED L. JONES, bass-Born in Mississippi, Fred Jones is a graduate of Mississippi 
Southern College (Hattiesburg, Miss.). Later he attended the Juilliard School of Music 
on a full scholarship. He has sung in opera, oratorio, and concert throughout the United 
States, and was bass soloist with The Concertmen. Last season he appeared with the 
New York City Symphony in La Boheme, Carmen, and The Merry Widow. He has been 
seen on Broadway in Menotti's The Saint of Bleecker Street, and last season in Bernstein's 
Candide. Last season he also appeared at New York's Phoenix Theatre in Livin' the Life. 
MURRAY VINES, tenor-After his discharge from the Army at the end of World 
War II, Mr. Vines continued his musical studies at the Ecole Normale de Musique in 
Paris. Upon returning to the United States he was engaged by the New York City Opera 
Company, where he sang for several seasons. The Radio City Music Hall engaged him 
for a year and a half, after which he appeared on Broadway in a succession of hit 
musicals, including Guys and Dolls, Finian's Rainbow, and South Pacific. In the dramatic 
field he appeared with the Stratford Shakespearean Players in Tamberlaine The Great 
and on TV in a number of NBC Spectaculars, including Caesar and Cleopatra. This past 
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ss Ann G. Pemberton an instructor in the Physical Education Department, makes 
ome J02 West Sun Streeto Before coming to :Morehead she was a teacher at the 
ckwood High School, Eock:wood, Tennessee for three and one half years. 
Miss Pemberton attended the Tennessee Polytechnical Institute from 1950 to 1953. 
She also attended George Peabody College durine the su:rmners of l955, 1956, and 1957. 
Dr. Palmer L. Hall, Director of Graduate Studies, and his wife, Oval, live at 
l47 .Ilfons Avenue, Morehead. They have one daughter, Pamalea, who is in the second 
grade at Breckenridge Training Schoolo Prior to his coming to Morehead Dr. Hall 
was Dean of the College, West Virginia Institute of Technology, Montgome!""iJ, West 
Virginia. l?reviously, he had served as a superintendent, an assistant superintendent, 
an elementary supervisor, a consolidated school principal, a high school teacher, 
and an elementary teachero 
Dr. Hall is a graduate of the Caney High School, Pippapass, Kentucky. He attended 
Caney Ju_rri.o~ College and received his AoB. degree in 1931 at Tusculum College, 
Greenville, Tennesseeo He studied law for two years at the University of Kentucky and 
was a member of the Kentucky Bar Association from l '.~· _-:ti to l;i 39. He was at the Carleton 
College, Northfield, Minnesota, for chne year lmder tiJ.e ASTP Language and Foreign 
Area Program. He received his M.A. degree from the University of Kentucky in 1952. 
He, also, received his Ed. D. from the University of Kentucky. 
Mrs. Oval Bingham Hall, Instructor in Public School Music at the Breckinridge 
Training School, is the wife of Dro Palmer Lo Hallo M'rso Hall was an elementary 
and public school music teacher in the Floyd County and Prestonsburg Independent 
schools prior to coming to Moreheado 
She received her professional training at Pikeville College, Eastern Kentucky 
State College and the University of Kentucky, getting an Ao B. degree in 1937 and 
the M. Ao degree in 1954. 
Mr.J-arnes Merle Howarda Director of the Breckinridge Training School, and his wife, 
Alma, live at 345~3rd Streeto They are the parents of three daughters--Penelope1 
Pollidia and Pareppiao Before coming to Morehead he was Director of student teaching 
at Union Collegeo Previously, he had served as Dean of Men at Cumberland College and 
high school principal in Harlan Countyo 
Mr. Howard received his professional training at the University of Kentucky, 
receiving an A. Bo degree in 1948 and the M.A. degree in 1949. 
Mr.Ira T. Caudill, an Instructor at the Breckinridge Training School, and his wife, 
Iva, reside in '.Morehead. They are the parents of four children .. Paul is a graduate 
of the University of Kentucky, Thomas is a Seminary graduate in Louisville, Caroline 
is now teaching in the Florida schools and Genevieve is a sophomore. 
Mr. Caudill's experiences prior to coming to Morehead include elementary and 
secondary teaching, principalship, Naval Training (electrical) School, ordained 
Gospel minister and he has had two booklets of poetry published. 
Mr. Caudill received all his secondary, college and graduate training here 
at Morehead State College. He earned the M0 Ao degree in 1954. 
Better take that quarter to John before you forget itl!!!!!!!!!! 

[ 
the civic music association presents 
THE COLUMBUS BOYCHOIR 
DONALD BRYANT, Diredor 
THE celebrated Columbus Boychoir is a materialization of faith-faith in the power of music to influence and ~rengthen character, faith. in the response of American youth to musical stimulus, and the fru.th of Herbert Huffman, its founder, and of 
Donald Bryant, its Director. 
The Columbus Boychoir originated in 1940 in Columbus, Ohio. Almost at once it attracted 
attention far beyond the city limits and, after local and then national radio perfo!111ances, the boys captured the hearts and critical praise of New Yorkers when they made their first Town Hall performance in 1943. Annual sellout tours carried the choir to packed houses throughout 
the United States and Canada, endeared them to millions. 
Pressure of applications from all over the United States led to the establishment of the famous Columbus Boychoir School in Princeton, New Jersey. The boarding school, in its 
spacious residential environment, offers qualified boys academic training of high standar<~ 
along with special emphasis on music and the activities of the choir. Even while on tour, the 26 selected singers from the student body of 70 maintain an academic routine. Accompanied by their teachers they tour in a s~ecially outfitted bus, equipped with piano, kitchenette, desks 
at each seat and a public-address system so that classes can be conducted while under way. In this manner the boys keep abreast of their studies while enjoying the fun and educational benefits of travel and bringing musical pleasure to audiences throughout the country. The School opens the doors of musical opportunity to boys regardless of religious or social back-ground. Requirements are exceptional innate musical ability, beauty of voice, above average 
scholarship and good character. 
The Columbus Boychoir has had frequent guest appearances on many major television 
shows, has appeared on over 100 coast-to-coast radio broadcasts. Orchestras with which the Boychoir has performed include the New York Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra and the NBC Symphony under the direction of the late Arturo Toscanini. The RKO motion picture 
"America's Singing Boys" told the story of the Boychoir throughout the world. The State Departme?t has included the choir in films narrated in over 300 languages and dialects . 
. A un_1que fea~ure o! the program offered by the Boycboir School is the project of making 
motion pictures, mcludmg Mozart's Bastien and Bastienne and the story of the Boychoir school, both filmed in color. 
When Gian-C~rlo Menotti faced the task of finding a small boy to sing the lead in his Amahl and the Night Visitors be visited the Columbus Boychoir School in Princeton. For 
every performance of the opera directed by Mr. Menotti in this country, he has selected a 
mem?er of the C?l~mbus Boyc~oir for the title role. Mr. Menotti has said: "I strongly feel that JU~t as Au~tna 1s p~oud of 1ts Vienna Boys Choir, and France of the Petits Chanteurs a la Cro~x de Bo,x, Amenca should be proud of the Columbus Boychoir, which is equally as good, if !lot ?etter, than any of these organizations." 
Durmg its 17 y_ears of .ex!steo~e, the Columbus Boychoir has become renowned not 
merely for the beautiful music 1t bnngs to America, but for the good citizenship it fosters. 
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. . returned from eight successfu! weeks 
finds the Boychoi_r JUSt subsidized by the President s fund, 
tart of the 19S7-S8 ~o!s the first boychorr to ~ this group of young am~assaudors 
1be 
8 
• So th Amenca. State Departme ' Chile Argentina, ru-
of ~ by N'J'A for the!;!~ in Colombia,_ Ecuad:~ ~~':;.e credited with having 
acfminist ted our cultural exp . "America's Smgmg y d with revitalizing a long has rcprese_n Venezuela, and Me:xi~o. throughout the country an 
guay, Brazil, than 25 new boychorrs . throughout the world. inmired more . u· OD and in IDUSlC 
-r ed "deal m educa neglect I 
PROGRAM 
Vi · Prudentes 
I. Jacob Handl (0 Prudent Virgins)···························· 0 (1550-1591) 
ll'gtnes . t poraries mainly because of d among his con em . d This dl as l
·n many ways a mo em hich we seek in music to ay. Han w kind of harmony w .. 
bis pronounced feeling f~r the f the most brilliant of Hamil's compositions. 
eight-part double chorus is one o 
G P. Palestrina 0 Bone Jesu (0 Blessed Jesus) } • , , , · • · · • • • · • · • • · · · · · • · • · · · • · • · · (1525-1594) Ascend.it Deus ( God Ascended) . 
. . of the Catholic Church. The . . d th test church musician Palestrina 1s considere e gre~ er been equalled. . , 
smoothness and technical finish of his polyphony has. ~ev which is evident in Pa\esmna.s 
These two compositions repres~nt the grea~ vanel y and the second in polyphomc 
writing-the first in th~ homophomc (harmomc) sty e 
(many independence voices). 
Il. . .. Benjamin Britten f C 1 
· · · ·' . . . . • . . . . 913 ) A Ceremony o aro s....................... (1 -
Parts 2. Wolcum Yolel 
4b. Balulalow 
6. This Little Babe 
9. Spring Carol 
10. Deo Gracias 
l' h s for this composition. Britten has chosen some most i~teresting Old E~g 18 • poem 
1 1 
subdued middle 
Wolcum Yolet is a spirited welcoming of the Yuleti~e wit~ a r~v;iJnic plan of triple 
portion lauding the Holy Mother. Balulalow use~ an mtei:estmg \ii· Little Babe uses 
meter in the accompaniment against duple meter m the voice parts.hr 1\oices entering a 
the centuries,old device of canon in the third :'erse, ea~h of thel t. ee harming duet for 
beat later and building gradually to a grand climax_. .sprm~ Caro 18 ~u~tation and praise 
two sopranos and Deo Gracias closes the compos1t1on with great e 
of God. 
::::a 
•• 
m. 
PIANO GROUP 
Consolation in D Flat ............................................ • Franz Liszt 
( 1811-1886) 
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 15 {Rakoczy March) .••.•.•.•........•..•.•. . Franz Liszt 
M&. BRYANT 
IV. 
BASTIEN AND BASTIENNE 
Comic Opera in One Act ................... , ......... Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
CAST OF CliA.R.ACTBRS 
Bastienne, a capricious young belle 
Bastien, her sweetheart 
Dr. Fels, a physician and psuedo-magician 
Chorus of young friends of Bastien and Bastienne 
Time: Early 18th Century 
The Situation: All is not well between Bastien and Bastienne 
( 1756-1791) 
Musical Director ..•............•...... Donald Bryant 
Dances by. • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stella Becker 
Dancing Instructor •............•....... Ethel Sprague 
(It is of interest that Mozart composed Bastien and Bastienne when he was only 
twelve years of age, which is about the average age of the members of the Boychoir.) 
INTERMISSION 
a. Two American Folk Songs V. 
I Wonder as I Wander (Appalachian) ............................ arr. Niles 
Tee Roo (Southern) ....................................... .. arr. Kubik 
These two folk songs contrast two of the important phases of early American life. 
1 Wonder as 1 Wander is a moving religious chorus while Te, Roo comes from the hearty humor of these pioneers. 
the civic music association presents 
S TA N f R E E M A N , Pianist-Humorist 
STAN FREEMAN, piano satirist, couples a brilliant piano technique with a completely untrammeled sense of humor. The results as concert, tele-
vision and night club audiences will testify, is unique, gratifying and downright good 
musical entertainment. 
Freeman, born in Waterbury, Connecticut, made his initial appearances in the enter-
tainment world as a fine classical pianist, but learned to play jazz while serving with the 
Special Services Division of the Army Air Force during World War II. Upon his return 
to civilian life, Stan put his newly found knowledge to use as pianist with such leading 
orchestras as Percy Faith and Andre Kostelanetz, on their respective radio shows. 
For several years Freeman was one of the stars of "Piano Playhouse," which was 
broadcast over ABC-Radio and in more recent years held (at varying intervals) an early 
morning and post-midnight disc jocky show on NBC-Radio. He has also appeared on 
TV since its very earliest days; he has guest-starred innumerable times on the Garry 
Moore Show, the Steve Allen Show and many other top network shows. He appeared 
on British TV on their biggest show "Chelsea at 8." Currently he is starring in his own 
radio series five days weekly. 
This is not to give the impression that the droll Mr. Freeman relies exclusively upon 
his talents at the keyboard. A gentleman of witty proclivities, his piano these days is 
pretty much of a springboard in the deep waters of a very biting sense of humor, broad 
in scope, but somewhat satiric in bent. Any and all targets that fall beneath his gaze 
sooner or later emerge in the inimitable Freeman style as part and parcel of his material, 
which incidentally he writes himself. 
Numerous recordings on the Columbia, MGM and Epic labels have made Stan 
Freeman a coast-to-coast favorite. It was his ten nimble fingers on the harpsichord that 
the nation heard on the recording of "Come On A My House" with Rosemary Clooney. 
He is now under contract to Columbia Records and his latest releases are "Stan Freeman 
Swings The Music Man" and "Stan Freeman Plays Oh Captain." 
A gentleman whose program of piano interpretations, musical stories, show-tunes, 
hilarious musical satires and numerous phases of the American musical scene has endeared 
him to audiences across the country. Freeman is moving rapidly to the fore as an adherent 
of the new approach in musical entertainment. 
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A NOTE OF WELCOME 
F R O M D R. A D R O N D O R A N 
President of I.forehead State College 
We are delighted. tc have the oppor-
tunity to serve as host to the 
musici2.11s who are partj_cipating in 
the B2JJ.rl Clinic,. We are pleased to 
make the facilities of the campus 
available to the people of the region 
and are particularly happy to :bave 
the band cliTectors take advantage of 
our department of music,, We hope that 
the musical competence of the partici-
pants ·will be developed and that all 
1tlll find plcam.11"e in the felluwsbip 
of the 9eriod spGnt on the campus of 
Horehe2.d State College. 
Most cordially 
{lJ/-C,()i v a.;'-(_o.,,·,· J<.. 
Ad.ran Doran 
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MR. JOHN THOMAS is assistant conductor and 
principal cornet/st of the Morehead State C dlege 
CONCERT SAND and the SYMPHONIC WIND EN-
SEMBLE. Mr. Thomas Is presently working as a 
graduate assistant in the department ol music. He 
was formerly band director in Roanoke, Alabama 
lor low years 
MR. JAN FLECK is concert master, clarinet soloist, 
and pres-ident of tfte Morehead State College CON-
CERT SAND and the SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE. 
Mr. Fleclc will graduate in June, 1958. He is from 
Columbia, Indiana. 
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MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
1 / ) 
MR. FRED J. MARZAN is conductor ol BANDS and 
assistant prolessor ol brass instruments. He has 
studied tuba with William Bell, tubaist with the 
New York Philharmonic, eamed his bachelor deg,ee 
In music at Eastman Schoo/ ol Music and the masters 
degree in music at the University ol Mlc#,/gan. He 
has played prolessionolly In symphony orchestras 
prior to his position at Morehead. 
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The tuba section ol the Morehead State C ol/ege 
CONCERT BAHD. 
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Four Pieces for the Young 
Quiet Mood 
John Carter, Piano 
Nirvana 
Joyce Hall, Soprano 
Jolm Carter, Piano 
John Carter 
J.E. Duncan 
Cyrus Daniel 
Missa Brevis 
Kyrie 
Sanctus 
William Presser 
Agnus Dei 
Gloria 
Phyllis Flanery 
Joyce Moreland 
Nancy Fannin 
Janice Moore 
Grover Taylor 
At Horne 
RonaJ.d Barker 
James Rose 
Karl Miller 
Violet Severy, Organ 
John Carter, Director 
Flute Trio 
Barbara Phillips 
Martha Thoms on 
Barbara Smith 
J.E. Duncan 
Three Part Invention 
Trio 
Violet Severy 
James Hanna 
ill_egro 
Andante sostenuto 
Allegro 
Barbara Phillips Flute 
John Higg:ins, c1:rinet 
Peter Strodel1 Bassoon 
-
-
1 
Two Part Invention Violet Severy 
John Higgins, Clarinet 
Peter Strodel, Bassoon 
Prelude and Scherz. 
(Op. 20) 
Ralph Dale Miller 
Clarinet Quartet 
John Higgins 
Carol Babyak 
Richard Harmnil 
Lavinia Swan 
Six for Three 
Roy Spaulding, Oboe 
John Higgins, Clarinet 
Peter Strodel, Bassoon 
Twelve for Five 
Barbara Phillips, Flute 
Roy Spaulding, Oboe 
Jan ·Fleck, Clarinet 
Robert Crissman Alto Sax 
Peter Strodel, ~assoon 
Maxine Hurt 
John Carter 
Four Francies Richard Walker 
Valse Baroque 
Caprice 
Plainte 
Olivette 
Saxophone Quartet 
Robert Crissman, Alto 
George Gartner, Alto 
Johnny Doyle, Tenor 
Sharon Cole, Bari tone 


PROORAM 
PART I 
Introduction" As God the Lord 
Overture 
lo Chorus - Help, ~ordJ 
2. Duet with Chorus ... Lord9 bow thine ear 
3. Recitative - Ye people, rend your hearts 
4o Aria - If with all your hearts 
5o Recitative - EJijah, get thee hence 
Recitative~ Now CherithUs brook 
7o Recitative~ What have I -to do }Tith 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Recitative - Give me tlzy- son 
Recitative with chorus - As God the 
of Sabaoth 
Chorus - Baal, we c::c;y- to thee 
Recitative. CaJJ. h~- 1 d Ch 1 .LU11 ou erJ oru.s - Baall BaalJ 
thee 
lord 
12. Recitative and Air D 
~ raw near, all ye 
people 
13. Chorus_ Cast 
thy burden upon the Lord 
J..lio Recitative - 0 Thou wh k 
, 
0 ma est thine 
angels spirits 
15 o Aria - Is not His word li' ke 
a fire? 
I 
I 
... 
...... 
16. Arioso - Woe unto them who forsake~ 
17. Recitative - 0 man of God, help thy peopleJ 
18. Recitative with Chorus • 0 Lord, Thou hast 
overthrown Thine enemies 
19. Chorus - Thanks be · to God.J 
PART II 
20. Aria - Hear ye, IsraelJ 
21. Chorus - Be not afraid 
22. Recitative with Chorus - The Lord hath 
exalted thee 
23. Recitative - Man of God 
24. Aria - It is enough 
Recitative • See 1 now he sleepeth 
Chorus - Lift thine eyes 
27. Chorus - He, watching over Israel 
28. Recitative - Arise~ Elijah 
Recitative - 0 Lord, I have labored in vain 
29. Aria - 0 rest in the Lord 
30. Chorus - He that shall endure 
31. Recitative - Night falleth round me 
Recitative - Arise, nowJ 
32. Chorus - Behold, God the Lord 
33. Recitative• I go on my wa:y 






PROGRAM 
I. 
. M sic Drama "Euridies" ... . Jacopo Peri-arr. Alexander Invocazione D1 Orfeo, from the u (1560-1625) 
. . ............. George F. Handel-arr. Parrish Total Eclipse .. ·· .. ·· .. · .. ···· .. ··· (1685-1759) 
All B · Now Are Under Thee from Cantata No. 11 ........ . Johann Sebastian Bach 
emgs ' (1685-1750) 
Il. 
In a Persian Garden (Song Cycle) .................................. Liza Lehman 
Words from The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, 11th Century Persian 
(a) Wake for the Sun 
(b) Before the Phantom of false morning died-(Tenor) 
(c) Myself When Young-(Bass) 
(d) The Worldly Hope Men Set Their Hearts Upon-(Baritone) 
(e) Ahl Moon of My Delight-(Tenor) 
(f) Alas That Spring Should Vanish with the Rose 
Concept Holland-arranged Parrish 
m. 
Rollin' Down in Jordan Halleluja .......................... Group arr.-Traditional 
Po' Mourners Got a Home at Last ........................ arr. Parrish-Traditional 
Cert'ny Lord......... H II d T d' · l 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ......... . arr. o an - ra itzona 
Judgment Day, from God's Tromb 
ones.··, ................ . James Weldon-Johnson 
In That Great Gettin' Up Momin' 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, .... . arr. Parrish-Traditional 
IV. 
Operatic Highlights 
A. Solenne in quest'ora (duet) ................................... Giuseppe Verdi 
From "La Forza de] Destino" (1813-1901) 
Clinton Holland, Tenor-Wanza L. King, Baritone 
B. "Gloire Immortelle de nos aieux" ............................. Charles Gounod 
Act IV Faust (1818-1893) 
"O du mein holder a bends tern .................................. Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) 
"Largo Al Factotum della Citta" ............................. Gioacchino Rossini 
ll Barbiere di Girrglia (1792-1868) 
"Vesti la Guibba" ....................................... Ruggiero Leoncavallo 
From Pagliacci (1858-1919) 
Concept and Arrangement Clinton Holland-Brooks Alexander 
INTERMISSION 
V. 
The David Guion Suite ...................................... arr. Julian Parrish 
(Based on life in early Louisiana) 
(a) Voodoo-The Voodoo man 
(b) Mam'selle Marie (Slave singing to a Patron Saint) 
(c) To The Sun (Worship) 
This setting and arrangement is built on solo material written by Guion in 
1920. Much of its implications can be traced to African and early Southern life. 
The chants and drum rhythms were given to the arranger by a native African Chief. 
VI. 
Old King Cole ................................................. Cecil Forsyth 
Old Mother Hubbard .......................................... . arr. Alexander 
Set in the manner of Handel-Victor Heley-Hutchinson 
Asleep in the Deep .................................... H. W. Petrie-arr. Parrish 

Dedication 
we humbly dedicate this production to the late JOHN FRISBY, a 
Masque Player, killed recently in a tragic air crash. John, a music 
major, was an active member of the College Band, the Westley Club 
and The Morehead Players, during his college days. For the past 
several years he was a member of the U. S. Air Force serving some-
time in Japan. He was married to the former Maudine Jones, also 
a Masque Player. Both were active members of the Players, both 
as actors as well as theatrical technicians. John was a talented 
actor in that he could play serious or farcical roles with equal ease. 
His first appearance with the Players was during his freshman year 
in the title role of EVERYMAN, the medieval morality play. Next 
he kept us laughing through GEORGE Al"'ID MARGARET, a British 
farce, and then he danced and fenced his way into our hearts acting 
the extremely difficult role of Tycho Brahe in our World Premiere 
production of M. David Sample's CONSIDER THE HEAVENS. John 
then turned to doing technical theatre for a number of shows. Re-
turning from Japan last year, John joined the Players for the last 
time to perform a rollicking role of the quack doctor in Moliere's 
THE IMAGINARY INV ALID.-truly a wonderful bit with which to 
exit laughing! 
--0-
Coming 
Dec. 14-THE BIRD'S CHRISTMAS CAROL by Kate Douglas Wig-
gins. A Christmas reading by W. P. Covington, III, Dir-
ector of Drama and Speech. Mrs. Adron Doran will ac-
company at the organ and will also play an interlude of 
Christmas music. No admission charge. The performance 
will begin at 3 P. M. 
February:- A VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET by Gore Vidal-one of 
the first science fiction comedies on TV, then a s111ash 
Broadway hit, it is taking the country by storm as one of 
the most "space rocking'' comedies of our time. Don't 
miss this one! 
THE MOREHEAD PLAYERS 
Present 
MOSS HART'S 
LADY IN THE DARI( 
--0--
, Cast 
DR. BROOKS ----------------------------------- Gary Alletzhauser* 
MISS BOWERS ------- ---- ---- -- _____ -- -------- ------ Gayle Stanley 
LIZA ELLIOTT ------------------------------------ Lynn Crawford 
MISS FOSTER -------- ___ -- _ - --------------------------- Kay Irvin 
MISS STEVENS ---------------------------------- Anna Mae Warren 
MAGGIE GRANT _____ --------- ------------------ Karen McCurdy 
ALISON DU BOIS ---------------------------- Catherine Covington* 
RUSSELL PAXTON -------------------------------- Peter L. Strodel 
CHARLEY JOHNSON -------------------------------- Nelson Amos 
RANDY CURTIS ____________ ------------------- Gary Shelton Link 
JOE, an office boy ------------------------------------ Lowell Boggs 
TOM, an office boy ---------------------------------- Don W. Combs KENDALL NESBITT _____ _ _ ___________________ Richard Arrowood* 
HELEN, a model -------------------------------------- Doris Fooks 
RUTHIE, a model ---------------------------------- Susan Breeding 
CAROL, a model ---------------------------------- Garlena Coleman 
MARCIA, a model -------------------------------- Thelma Roberts 
BEN BUTLER -------------------------------------- Josh Lovelace 
BARBARA ---------------------------------------- Thelma Roberts 
JACK ------------------------------------------------ Gary Eldridge 
BILL ------------------------------------------ Robert L. Umberger 
FIRST GIRL --------------------------------------- Rachel Whitney 
SECOND GIRL ----------------------------------------- Dixie Miles 
FIRST BOY ------------------------------------------ Larry Kegley 
SECOND BOY ------------------------ ----------------- Jamie Prince 
THIRD GIRL -------------------------------------- Mana Covington 
FOURTH GIRL ---------------------------------------- Maria Prince 
Scenes 
ACT I -
SCENE 1. Dr. Brooks' office. 
SCENE 2. Liza Elliott's office. (The same day.) 
SCENE 3. Dr. Brooks' office. (The next day.) 
SCENE 4. Liza Elliott's office. (Late that afternoon.) 
INTERMISSION 
Coffee will be served by the Latin Club in the lobby. 
ACT II -SCENE 1. Liza Elliott's office. (Late the following afternoon.) 
SCENE 2. Dr. Brooks' office. (Later that evening.) 
SCENE 3. Liza Elliott's office. (A week later.) 
*Masque Player 
NOTE:-LADY IN THE DARK is produced by special arrangements 
with Dramatists Play Service, Inc., New York City. 
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BIS t11 pama '1'0 BB DISTDC'llVE II 
Dl1'ftl 
n ....... tate a let of DtJDfJ1' to be well-dressed. 
Yoa. need te be areatdve in 701Jr wardrobe-takes 
a:1n it.1.- am added :1nterest. 
i. Be al.el't for sales• 
2
0 
Fami].iar.i.Be yoursel! vi th good brands 
or clotb:J ngJ so you •n know a bargain 
when yau. see it. Go Lookingll 
30 Become acquainted with a sales person 
in vb.om you have confidence. 
I have summarized 6 facets that are important to 
achieve a well.dressed look. 
I. Study the ioode ••• do not wait to do this 
until ready to buy o Study every day~ 
every week, every month, every year. 
a. Fashion sheets 
bo Ads in magazines 
Ce Newspapers 
de TV style shows 
e. Fashion shotra and suggestions 
and comments 
f. Fashion and style do not mean the 
same thing. Fashion is something 
that is given out; style is some-
thing we do 'With what we take from 
fashion. 
II. Study our Grooming. 
a. Beauty .. Robert Heath said nwhere there 
is beauty there will be love 0 11 
b. Looks does not depend on physical beauty., 
Most every time by close examination it 
is revealed that looks have to do with 
~e rather than personal pulchritude. 
Often it is style tba t gives the illusion 
of beauty0 
Co Assurance we are dressed right reflects 
favor in our facee 
\ 
J 
III. Study ourselves - fral1 within as well as 
without. 
a. Personality• a reminder to be nice-
low-voiced; broad minded, warm hearted, 
thoughtful, sincere, kind.1 etc. Never 
become 11smu.g 11 ••• keep trying to improve. 
be Figure - Improve your figure by following 
a good diet that keeps your weight right 
aJi)d. that provides nutrients essential 
.f'or Vim and Vigor. 
lo Wea."t' a girdle 
2. E}cercise to keep fit 
c. Posture 
le, The cornerstone of carriage with 
eye appealo 
2CD Poor posture is a threat to your 
heal.tho Correct posture means 
lining up your body so that all 
parts,1 from the top of your head 
to the tips of your• toes, fall. 
into the balanced position where 
na.t.ure intended them to beo 
3~ How well you stand affects how 
well you movee 
do Lines-Y,ror lines a:ee YOU J Decide which 
is best for you~•oStick to ito 
eo Use Color .. , The older we get the more 
we should -wearG 
1 0 Don't be a color coward~ 
20 Color leaves a trail of clues to 
youo$•lifts your spirit 
3o Dare--c,.once in awhile, rather than 
be a mousy ty'Pe• Don I t be afraid 
to deviate fi'Om the norm--become an 
in.dividual~0 Yet don't be carried 
aWczy by bizzard fadso 
4. Color can Jift you out of dinmesso 
IVo Study the Wardrobe 
a<, Take one basic suit or dress and have 
marzy- changes. The simplicity of clothes 
allows for dramatic touches in accessories. 
bo Look at what you have and see what you can 



ACKNCMLEDGEMEN'l' 
We express our gratitude to Dr. Adron Doran, 
President, Morehead State College, for bis interest, 
encouragement, and helpful suggestions. We recognize 
and extend our thanks to the planning committee for 
assistance in nBking preparations for the programe 
e particularly appreciate the beginning teachers, 
the student teachers, and others who attended for 
their enthusiastic participation in and contributions 
to a successful conference. 
PROGRAM 
Presiding, James G. Gibson 
10:00 Invocation o • Q ••••• Gabriel C. Banks 
10:05 Welcome ••• ~ Dr. Adron Doran, President 
Morehead State College 
10:15 Introduction of Guests and Participants 
10~20 Panel 
11Experienoes of Beginning Teachersn 
Joyce Brown Chaney, Chairman 
Mary Northcutt 
Joe Bayless 
10:50 Discussion Groups Meet 
Bobby Brewer 
Betty Johnson 
12:00 Lunch - Doran Student House 
1:00 Discussion Groups Meet 
2:00 Summary Reports and Evaluation 
2:30 Adjournment 

WELCOME AD:tRESS 
By Dr. Adron Doran, President 
Morehead State College 
Warm words of welcome were extended to the 
participants by Dr. Adron Dorano He stressed the 
importance of such a conference to both participants 
and the college. 
Dr. Doran, in bis welcome, did some reminiscing. 
He told about his experiences as a beginning teacher in 
Western Kentucky. Ha stated that if he should start 
his career over as a teacher, he would stay in the 
community where he was employed. He said he did not 
make enough use of community resources and stressed 
the importance of community resources in good teachingo 
Ha further stated that he would try to be better 
informed and share his experiences with otherso 
PAUL mscusm:ow 
EXPERIENCES OF BEGillBlJIG TEACHERS 
Joyce Brown Chaney, teacher of English in the 
Jenkins High School, showed ability and skill in leading 
the panel discussion on the experiences of beginning 
teachers. She introduced the members of the panel and 
made appropriate introductory remarks regarding the 
purpose of the conference. According to Mrs• Chaney 
her greatest difficulty was not the lack of knowledge 
of English, b\tt "' !1'. i~ter .:,f how to org0:1.i~G her materials 
for tea~hing Bnglio~. to t..'_gh scb.ool yo1 . .;;t~1. Ghe felt. 
be included in the oollegr~ 1}urriculm1. 
The panel rBcogni zed th.at beginning teachers had 
many surpl'isi::l::~. Corn11.tio:t..~ were not always as they had 
hoped or exp~oted t.hom to be. Ona n:ember o:f the panel 
:stated t.liat it was a great feeling t.o haire the commu..."'li ty 
recognize the teacher as at!. important person. The 
enthusiasm of the panel set a good stage for the group 
discussions to follow. 








the civic association • music presents 
NELSON and NEAL 
Australian-American Two-Piano Team 
NELSON and Neal are celebrating a professional and ~ersonal anniversar_y this season. In the fall of 1948 they became a two-piano team, and their 
wedding took place on New Year's Day, 1949. 
In ten short years they have become one of the world's most popular and distin-
guished two-piano teams. They have been featured on their own television and coast-
to-coast radio series, and have played many hundreds of concerts in both hemispheres 
and on both sides of the globe. Nelson and Neal are noted for their tasteful transcrip-
tions, although they specialize in original literature and have introduced may new works 
for four hands. 
Allison Nelson was Australia's leading child prodigy and was brought to this 
country by Eugene Ormandy in 1944. While studying with Rudolf Serkin at the famed 
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia, she met and fell in love with Harry Lee Neal, 
studying there with the renowned pedagogue, Mme. Isabelle Vengerova. 
Today- this brilliant young couple fills a rigorous concert schedule, traveling with 
their three children in a specially constructed bus. This $40,000 mobile unit contains 
complete living facilities for eight. It is self-sufficient to the point of built-in sewage 
disposal and electric power plants, and is complete to the point of carrying short wave 
radio, television and a mobile telephone. Tucked in the back are two specially matched 
Baldwin concert grand pianos. 
Nelson and Neal spend their summers in a handsome ante-bellum Colonial home 
in Paris, Tennessee. This seventeen-room house, built by Confederate General J. D. C. 
Atkins, is filled with collector's items from all over the world, including old guns, glass, 
china, fine books, records, antiques and paintings. 
Miles Kastendieck, reviewing Nelson and Neal for the New York Journal-American, 
commented that "A fine sense of ensemble and accomplished pianism distinguished their 
teamwork." Much of the world applauds his concluding remark: "They make a fine team!" 
But in order to understand the deep charm which bas made them beloved person-
alities as well as celebrated artists, one should meet them in person. Their fascinating 
life story was recently featured in the Ladies' Home Journal, later dramatized over 
CBS-TV, and is now published (by Lippincott) in Mr. Neal's own words in an auto-
biography whose title is taken from the bouyant sign on the back of their bus: "Wave 
As You Pass!" 
PROGRAM 
I. 
S
. 'li ................................. . Johann Sebastian Bach 
1c1 enne. · · · · · · · · · · · (1685-1750) 
This Sicilie11ne is from Bach's Sonata No. 4 for Clavier and Flute (arr. Guy 
Maier). 
Children's Games ("Jeux d'Enfants") Opus 22 ........................ Georges Bizet (1838-1875) 
The Swing 
Spin the Top 
The Doll 
Badminton 
Trumpet and Drum 
Soap Bubbles 
Leapfrog 
Little Husband, Little Wife (Playing House) 
The Ball 
One. w_ould hardly believe this charming suite was written by the composer of 
the sophisticated opera, Carmen, but such is the case. The suite was written in 
1.872 and cont.ains several short sections, each of which bears a self-explanatory 
ti~e. The fanciful wonderment of childhood is captured forever in these musical 
pictures of the games known to children the world over. 
II. 
Andante and Variations Opus 46 
' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. , ........... Robert Schumann 
Th A d 
(1810-1856) 
e n ante a d V · · 
said to have been fi~t 1:riatwns for Two Pianos were written in 1843 and ~re 
work of sim le and flow)n yed by .Me~delssohn and Clara Schumann. A charmmg 
and spontan~ity. Writte ~ ~~lodie~, it creates a great feeling of romantic freedom 
nevertheless sounds at t:m 1.ke strfict 1sty~e of a. theme followed by variations, it 1 es 1 e a ree Y 1mprov1sed fantasy. 
Introduction and Ronda alla Burlesca, Opus 23 No 1 . . . 
' · · · · · · · · ...... . Ben1amzn Britten 
Mr. Britten writes from E 1 . (1913- ) 
"A . ng and, especially for these program notes: 
. s you see, it was written in 1940 d 
1s very heavy over it. The dictiona 1 h an th~ shadow of the world catastrophe ry ave beside me defines burlesque as being 
'for the purpose of deriding or amusing.' It will not take deep insight to realize 
that it is the former that is meant, and not the latter! One might even describe the 
Rondo as being a form of 'Dance of Death.' " 
INTERMISSION 
111. 
Five Waltzes, from Opus 39 .................................. . Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
Of all the Brahms waltzes, those found in his Opus 39 are perhaps best known, 
particularly Nos. 1, 3 and 5 of his two-piano waltzes. Brahms was master of the 
waltz form and these varied gems show some of his most delightful four-hand 
writing. 
Sonata ...................................................... Francis Poulenc 
(1899- ) 
Prelude 
Rustique 
Final 
Written first in 1918 as a piano duet, this sonata was revised by Poulenc in 
1939 so that it might be played on two pianos. This is actually a "capsule" sonata, 
consisting of three tiny and colorful movements. The vigorous and energetic "Prel-
ude" is beautifully contrasted by the plaintive and wistful second movement, called 
"Rustique." The last movement is quite fast and combines, with its own delightful 
themes, the musical ideas of the two previous movements. 
IV. 
Fantasy, Opus 5 ................................•........ . Sergei Rachmaninoff 
(1873-1943) 
I. Barcarole 
II. A Night for Love 
III. Tears 
IV. Russian Easter 
Rachmaninoff was a very young man when he wrote this Fantasy, dedicated 
to his friend and idol, Tchaikovsky. He was just old enough to have mastered his 
technique as a composer and, at twenty, was just young enough to write an unabash-
edly romantic major work. 
Each of the four movements was inspired by a poem. Three of these were by 
THE 
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FALL 
Sally Roberts 
Evelyn Clore 
Sadie Riley 
Grace Banks 
Donna Vanhook 
Pat Vanhook ' 
Mary Jean Denton 
Georgia Kay Forsythe 
Patty Lou Litton 
Mary Nan Million 
Nancy Roberts 
Lula Rowe 
Jane Smith 
WINTER 
Martha Sue Feeback 
Martha Sue Hall 
Barbara Blevins 
Mollie Campbell 
Sue Jones 
Rebekah Lewis 
Lois Phelps 
~-- -~---- - -- ·- - -- -
Spring 
Glenna Hamilton 
Mary Helen Birch 
Sue Ellen Burchett 
Pat Caudill 
> Carole Craig · 
Gaye Ferrell 
Clarinda ·P'Simer 
Carol Ratliff 
Louise Walters 
Mary Lena Williams 
Ithel Wright 
Lula Rowe 
Peggy Vanderpool 
Martha Sue Feeback 
Martha Sue Hall 
Evelyn Clore 
Summer 
Mollie Campbell 
Linda Craycraft 
Georgia Kay Forsythe 
Sally Roberts 
S tMMER (cont.) 
Rebekah Lowis 
Patty Lou Litton 
Mary Roso Martin 
Mary Nan Million 
Mary Mullins 
Lois Phelps 
Nancy Roberts 
Mary Scott 
Gayo Ferrell 
Jane Smith 
Judy Stark 
Sue Ellrn Burchett 
Ithel Wright 
Mary Helen ·Birch 
Pat Caudill 
Carole . Craig 
Clarinda P•Simcr 
Cerol Ratli££ 
Louise Walters 
Mary Lena Williams 
Glenna Hamil ton 
Jean Danials - Jim Bob Fugate 
COMMITTEES 
Co - Chairmen 
tty De Ba.rd Lulla Boll Gartner 
cc orations 
Mullins 
ly Roberts 
ric Adams 
da Craycra£t 
Sue Jones 
llis Bowling 
rgia Forsythe 
lie Campbell 
sta Tackett 
rotte Hampton 
Publici:t?Y 
B!let Campbell 
Judy Stark 
Evelyn Clore 
cbekah Lewis 
Sue Burchett 
Program 
Mary Martin 
Agnes Conley 
berta Allen 
Pat Caudill 
Hostees 
Delores Dorton 
Beverly Fryman 
Janise Stony 
Jane Smith 
Mary Million 
Nancy Roberts 
Prompt ors 
Glenna Hamilton 
Mary Jean Denton 
Joyce Salyers 
Mary Scott 
Carol Craig 
Music 
Jean Daniels 







A PROGRAM OF 
THE WRITERS' WORKSHOP 
Morehead State College 
presented 
by 
THE MOREHEAD PLAYERS 
POETS THEATRE 
.22. . 
produced by 
W. P. COVINGTON, III 
Director 
Speech and Dramatic Arts 
Ju]y 30, 31, 1959 7:30 p.m. 
BUTTON AUDITORIUM 
AL STE''liART, Director 
Writers ' Workshop 

The 
Reader•s Theatre 
of 
Morehead State College 
Presents 
A Special Program 
for 
The Writer's Workshop 
Monday Evening 
August 3, 1959 
7:30 p.m. 

9 The Narrators 
2 
Buford Crager and Wanda Peace President and Secretary 
of the Morehead College Student Council 
~} Members of the i'acul ty of the Writers' Workshop 
The Ushers 
Genevieve Caudill Whitt Garnetta Maggard 
Terry Wicker 
Larry Chumley 
Don Back 
Wallace Conley 
Members of the Debate Training Progrrun 
Program Note: (1) The actual speaking methods of Clay, Calhoun and Webster 
as detailed in History~ Criticism .£f American Public Address, 
Vol. II have been closely followed in the fifth program item. 
(2) Only those readers appearing in "The Last Debate" have had 
any speech training prior to this present semester. 
This program has been prepared by Dr. John Henry Lawton for the 
Writers' Workshop. 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUQXY 
THE MOREHEAD WRITERS' WORKSHOP 
Last Week 
Of July 
Annually 
Morehead State College 
Morehead, Kentucky 
PURPOSE 
First Week 
Of August 
The Workshop is based on the conviction that creativity is 
fundamental to both living and education and that the results ot 
the creative process is a kind of knowledge deserving of the 
utmost attention, whether approached from the standpoint of 
writer or reader. 
It is designed to perform two important functions: (1) stim-
ulation and direction for the writer, and (2) understanding of 
the written forms of the creative imagination for the interested 
person. 
For the writer, aspiring writer, and tea•cher of writing or 
literature, it provides two weeks of intensive activity under the 
dir,ection of a Staff of professional writers and teachers. 
CONFERENCES 
•Conferences with the Staff based on submitted manuscripts 
may be scheduled from 8 to 12 a.m. each day of the Workshop. 
Each student may schedule at least two conferences a week. 
WORKSHOPS 
Workshops in poetry, short story, and the novel meet each 
morning at scheduled hours for five days each week. 
GROUP .SES,SIONS 
Group discussions are a regular afternoon activity. Mim· 
eographed MISS . are distributed so that participants may prepare 
In advarvce for these sessions. 
EVENING LECTURES 
Evening lectures, dealing with significant aspects and phases 
of writers, writing, and literature are scheduled each evening 
of the Workshop at 7:30. 
THE POET'S THEATRE 
The Poet's Theatre presents each year, as a special feature 
of the Workshop, a series of highly artistic dramas for the 
entertainment and instruction of members of the Workshop. rMem-
bers may participate, present manuscripts or observe. 
EXPENSES 
Expenses at the Workshop are held to a mininum inten-
tionally. Tuition is $5 for a single day, $15 for a week, and 
$30 for two weeks. Rooms in the college dormitories cost 
$3 a week, if shared by two, or $5 single (when available). 
Food in the college cafeteria costs $10-$15 a week. 
FACILITIES 
'Most of the Workshop activities are •centered around the new 
Doran Student House, one level of which is reserved for this 
purpose. Here are adequate conference rooms, classrooms, 
lecture rooms, and lounges, in the pleasant atmosphere of mod-
ern design and styling, with airconditioning always available 
when the weather turns unseasonable. 
Two hours of college credit may be obtained by those who 
desire it by submitting proof of high school graduation, sat-
isfactory college attendan,ce, or college graduation (for those 
desiring graduate er.edit) to the !Registrar, !Morehead State 
College, Morehead, Kentucky. 
SDH 01LAIRSH IP S 
A limited number of scholar·ships are available for worthy 
sh.1dents. Some cover tuition and room; others, the full expense 
of the Workshop. Apply through creative writing teachers. Also, 
the 'Workshop offers awards in poetry, fiction, and essay on the 
basis of manuscripts submitted to the Workshop. 
IECREATION 
are a regular part of 
swimming pool, tennis courts, 
of the Doran ·student House, 
aHey, and lounges, are open 
for •ure levers, many scenre spots, such as Carter Caves 
Mt Natural 8rld1e State Park, and Sky Bridge, are 
:'! :.mat1111• eny drtvtna ran1.e. These provide a number of facilities 
tton. 
IIOrellMd 
CUnll,ltlllld .... I 
tuckJ. a mwn of 3,100 POPI II 
Ult of LeltfllltOA, kelltilcQ, .. U8 ... Clncllllllf, UtlO. Is 
miles northwest from Mor•eadJ 111d Mhlaad, Ke11tucu, aat • 
mfles northeast. Mor.head Is served by Greyhound Bus Unes • 
the Washlnaton, 1>. C.-loulnllle, Ky., branch of the Chnapellcl 
and Ohio 'Railway. Tho11 tratelln1 by air may deplane at Lex· 
lngton, 'Kentucky, or lffuntlnaton, West Vlrclnla. 
Address all correspondence to Albert Stewart, Box 841, 
Writer's Workshop, ,Morehead :State !College, Morehead, Ky. 
STAFF 1959 
July 27 - August 7 
lobert Francis 
lives the year around except for summer workshops in 1tis 
one-man home on the outskir•ts of LL\mherst, Mass.; spent '57-'58 
as '.American Academy 'Fellow in .Riome; instructor in poetry at 
Chautauqua !Workshop and !Morehead Workshop; lecturer; Poetry-
Stand With 1Me Here, 1936, Valhalla and Other Poems, 1938, 
The Sound I Ustened For, 1944; novels-We Fly Away,. 1948, 
The Face Against the Glass, 1950; anthology inclusions-
New Poems by American Poets (18allantlne, Vols. 1 & 2), 
Criterion 1Book of Modern Verse, ,aorestone Mountain Poetry 
Awards; numerous magazine publications. 
Two Weeks; Poetry: workshop, group discussion, conferences, 
lectures. 
Harry Harrison Kroll 
•Born In Indiana, received much of hi\ higher elfuottlu 
In !Tennessee where he now lives and has done mat !Qf lft11-.:i:~i;.:::,~.-. 
teaching and wr:ltlng; published 22 booksr ovet ... . a-..•;i ..... , .... ""' 
stories ranging from pulps and JuvenUes to ....,. 
starred In the honor roU of short stories, been ~ 
O'Brien's !Best 'Short iStorles; books translate4 '* !: 
languages, 5 reprinted In P8Perbackl. 111d I 
England; Caltl1 In Ula Cltt8 fHmtdi slln,_ 
free-lance wrJter (1~5), fiction tdttlr: 
Beersheba writers Conferea,c~ 
warksllop, ........... .... 
James Still 
Librarian of the 1Hindman Settlement School, spends most 
of his spare time at his home at the mouth of Dead Mare on 
Burgey's Branch of Little Carr Creek in Knott County, Ky.; 
writer of integrity; published 1 volume of poems (Hounds on 
the Mountain), 1 novel (River of Earth), and 1 volume of short 
stories (On Troublesome Creek); poems and stories widely 
accepted in national and literary magazines; stories reprinted 
in prize anthologies. Two Weeks: short story workshop, con-
ferences in poetry and fiction. 
Harvey Curtis Webster 
Associate Professor in the Department of English at the 
University of Louisville; teacher of creative writing since 1936 
with remarkable success; students have had more than 100 
publications in national magazines; the author of On a Darkling 
Pl~in, a ·critical study of the art and thought of Thomas Hardy, 
editor of The Mayor of Casterbridge, and a work on modern 
British fiction soon to be published by Rhinehart; •contributor 
to the New York Times, Saturday 'Review of Literature· Commen-
tator Un!versity Theater of the Air N B C, 1948-5b; visiting 
lectureships and lectures in colleges and universities. 
Second Week: lectures, group discussions, conferences, general. 
Peggy Simson Curry 
Born in Ayrshire, Scotland, came with her parents to 
North Park, C?lorado, when a small girl; lived in this area 
of the West since that time her home now b . . C w ' · eing m asper 
yoml.ng; began professional career with love stories in pul~ 
magazines; turned to more serious field d b 
t . , an egan to sell s ones- most of them with western b k s t . aic grounds- to the 
a urday Evening Post, Collier's, the American and th T t 
Star; poetry includes Red Wind of Wyoming '1955 e or~o~ o 
including a long poem and a number of ' . ' a colle·v.t1on 
in Saturday Evening Po t L d" , short lyrics; publlcat1ons 
Times and s ' a '.es Home Journal, the New York 
195I '~Doubl:~:~I ~00~:~~ ~~~:zi~es; 3 no~els, Fire in the Water, 
~Viking, 1956), and The Oil Pat Club tChotce), Far From Spring 
1959). First Week; Conferences chgr!~PcGrd~w~Hill! fall publication, 
' 1scuss1ons, lectures. 
1 
.. 
I~ 
Hollis summers 
For several year,s a prof~sso,r of creative writing at 
the University of Kentucky, a native !Kentuckian; Ohio 'University 
at ,Athens, 'McJGuffey 1P11ofess1or of 1cr,eative Writing; on th,e staff 
of numer,ous writer's conferences and workshops; published 
writings include almost the whole range of literary endeavor-
-poetry, short story, nove,I, drama, criticism, editing and scholarly 
writing; works have appeared widely in "little" and national 
magazines. Novels: City Limit,, Brighten the Corner, The 
Weather of February; Poetry:: The Walks Near Athens; chosen 
Professor-of-the-Year at the University of 'Kentucky 1958-59. 
One Day, Second Week; conferences and lecture. 
OTHERS 
In addition to the above staff members Dr. John H. laWton, 
Mr. 'W. IP. Covington, 111, both of Divisi1on o Language-, Utera-
ture, Spee•ch 'and 'Drama of IMorehead /State College, will be 
available for consultations and will present programs: Dr. 
Lawton regularly directs a presentation of oral interpretation 
of literature for the Worksh,op, and Mr. !Covington directs the 
Poet's Theatre and acts as a consultant in drama. Jlohn Napier, 
of Oak !Ridge, Tenn., whose poetic drama, The 1Bif1ad - inger 
was prese·nted by the Poet's Theatre last year, will be available 
for conferences in poetry, drama, and prose. His new -poetic 
drama, In the Beginning of Time, will be a feature of this 
year's Poet's Theatre. 
... 


THE MOREHEAD PLAYERS 
Morehead State College 
PRESENT 
THORNTON WILDER'S 
Pulitzer Prize Play 
The Skin Of Our Teeth 
* * * * * * 
Directed By 
W. P. COVINGTON, Ill 
* * * * • * 
Settings Designed by 
DONALD F. HOLLOWAY 
Costumes by 
Lighting Designed by 
J, B. HALL 
PHYLLIS FLANNERY and Ll!=LIA ARROWOOD 
• * • • • • 
NOVEMBER 12, 13, 14 And 16, 1959 
7:30 P. M. Curtain 
Butto11 Auditorium 
11 (pt '/7 
THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH - by Thornton Wilder 
l'HE SKIN OF OUR TEETH offers a fine opportunity to summ~rize on a . com-
plex and difficult level many dramatic devices used , or. E:stabhshed by Ibsen, 
Chekhov O'Casey Sygne, O'Neill, Hellman, Tennessee Willia ms, and other Ph.Y-
wrights.' From an' historical viewpoint Wilder has destyoyed ~1any of ~he reahs-
tic theatrical conventions set up by Ibsen SO years earlier. In its own right, THE 
SKIN OF OUR TEETH should be an appealing play to theatre goers because 
its dramatic techniques offer startlingly new examples of what can be accom-
plished on the American stage today. 
It becomes clear as this play progresses that it is not merely about the Ice Age 
and the 20th Century. but includes all ages, and that Mr. Wilder is a sserting: 
THE ESSENTIAL DIG:-..11TY OF THE RUMA..~ BEING WILL TRIUMPH AND 
ENDURE THROUGH THE YEARS, ALTHOUGH THERE WILL ALWAYS BE 
THE STRUGGLE BETWEEX GOOD A.t"'\'D EVIL. Wilder has presented the 
obvious in humorous terms to guard against charges of sentimentality, and he 
has relieved the seriousness of his theme with genuinely amusing scenes , and en-
livened the whole with many unusual techniques. His play thus becomes a di-
verting and illuminating experience . 
-0-
~ COMING IN FEBRUARY --0-
A ~r~-Broadway s~owing of Charles Best' s terrific new play "THE KIDS" an 
exc~!mg a~d moving story of the Hungarian resistance! See it in Morehead 
BEi' ORE it opens on Broadway in March! 
-0-
THE MOREHEAD PLAYERS 
- PRESENTS -
THE SKIN Of OUR TEETH 
Scene Synopsis 
ACT I Home l~x l . ACT II '. • :e s10r, New Jersey 
. AUanhc City Bonrclwalk 
AC r lil Home r 1 ' '..Xce s10r, New Jersey 
l11t~·1·mls'.,ions - 15 min11l • l es >elwcen ACT I and 11 ; 7 minutes between ACT II 
und Ill. 
THE .SKIN OF OUR TEETH 
Cast 
DRUM MAJORETTE 
)RUM MAJORETTE 
(In order of appearance) 
_ J anicc Coomer 
Donna Lohmeier 
STREET CORNER BAND 
Trombone Player . ______ .. _ ····- . Jim Morgan 
Tuba .. -------- --- --·------ -- --------- Charlie Williams 
Trumpet -· -- _ _ _ ·------------------------------ _ _ Gary Bailey 
Drum _ _ __ . _ ------------ --- ------------- _ __ __ _ Ed Yetter 
Clarinet _ - ----------------------- ___ _ ___ Melvin Kunkle 
Alternate . ·---- -------- --------- _ Ronnie Barker 
ANNOUNCER ---------------- ------------- ------ __ _ Mitchell Ghent 
SABINA --------- _ ---------------------- -------- --·- _ . Frankie Evans~' 
MR. FITZPATRICK, Stage Manager _________ . --- ____ ____ _ Jim Malone 
MRS. ANTROBUS ____ - - . ------------------ _____ Betty Donaldson Collins* 
MAMMOTH - - - ·- - -- --------------------- - ·----- _ _ Rachel Whitney 
TELE GRAPH BOY ___ . ---- -- ---------- --- -------· -- --- __ Layne Tackett 
GLADYS ANTROBUS --------------------------------------- Barbara Caudill* 
HE NRY ANTROBUS _ _ _ -----------------------· ----- - _ _ Gary Eldridge* 
MR. ANTROBUS ---------------------------------------- Richard Arrowood'-' 
J UDGE MOSES __________ -------------------------------------- Franklin Duke 
DOCTOR __ --------------------------- -- ----------- -------- Wallace Conley 
MISS E. MUSE ___ ----------------------------- ---------- _ Garlena Coleman 
MISS T. MUSE ------------------------------------------ --------- Bonnie Olsen 
MISS M. MUSE _________ ------------------------------------- Rudy Baldwin* 
HOMER ____ ------------------------ - ------------------------- J. B. Hall* 
PROFESSOR _________ ------------------------------------------ Vern Smith 
USHER _ ------------------------ - ------------------------- Robert Larimore':' 
USHER ______ ----------------------- ---- ------------------ Jim Norseworthy 
FORTUNE TELLER ----------------------- -- ---- - ------------ Lynn Crawford 
BALLOON VENDER --------------------------------- -- ------- Layne Tackett 
PEANUT VEND ER _ _ __ -- ------------------------------------- - Jim Grubbs 
MONKEY CONVEENER - ------------------------- ---- ------ Rachel Whitney 
CHAIR PUSHER ____ ------------------------------ ---- -------- - Don Bach 
BOARDWALK DOWAGER ------------------------- ------------ Janet Stafford 
BINGO CALLER ____ --- . ----------------------- --- ------ ---- J. B. Hall* 
LIF E GUARD _ ------------------------------------ Mitchell Ghent 
DEF EATED CANDIDATE _ ----------------------------------. Franklin Duke 
TURKISH BATH MAN - --- -------------------------------- - J. ~. Hall* 
ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER --------------- -- - - . --- Bonme Olsen 
CRYING WOMAN __ __ _ ___ ---------------- ----- Garl_ena Coleman 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL ___ ----------------- - M1tc~ell Ghent 
ASSISTANT BROADCAST OFFICIAL _ ---------- -·--- _Jim Grubbs 
HESTER, Wardrobe Mistress _ -------------------------- -------- Lmda T~ckett 
CVY, J\faid to Miss Somerset ------------------ --- ----·- - - Sandra Mmgua 
MR. TREMAYNE, Mr. Antrobus' dresser - -- - . . Don .comb,~ 
FRED BAILEY -------. ---- - -- Robert Larimore·· 
RE FUGEES: 
.Jim Grubbs, Jim Thomas, Layne Tackett, Lil}da Tackett, Mitchell 
Ghent, Lynn Crawford, Sandra Mingua, Bonnie Olsen. 
CONVEENERS : 
Robert Larimore Jim Norseworthy, Wallace Conley, Don Combs, 
Franklin Duke, R~1dy Baldwin, Jim Thomas, J. B. Hall, Mildred Ryle, . 
Layne Tackett. Bonnie Olsen, Sandra Mingua, Linda Tackett. VN·n Smith. 
ACTORS : 
Vern Smith, Wallace Conley, J. B. Hall, Franklin Duke, Rachel 
Whitney, Jim Grubbs, Layne Tackett, Garlena Coleman. 


The Latin Division 
of 
1'he Literary Arts Club 
rordiallly inw.ites you to 
a Chrnslma~ Teen. 
December 14, 195.9 
between the OOmrs of t]hnrcee amd 
. 
-five d c]oolk. 
to be held 1in ]loom 4 of fieMJ JHall 
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-::""~ 
The extension specialist and 
the home demonstration agent are 
traveling· "salesi:1en for better 
""·.: 
'"\ 
home liting, 

For the girl with an artist-
ic flair, the field of textiles 
a..~d clothing and its related arts 
in natural. The home economist 
specializing in this field knows 
abou.t clothes Trom the scams up. 
She vdll also find opportunities 
in the decorating and home fur-
nishing field. 
For the girl who likes to 
work with her hands, as well as 
her head, is curious about whys and 
~herefores and who wants to dis-
cover new truths there is a niche 
wa.itinc; in home economics research. 
' 
' 
I 
' 
Home economics is the study 
of everything that pertains to the 
home and family. Happy homes don 1t 
just ha:_Jpen. They are cr~ated. Ed-
ucation in home econond.cs helps in 
the creation of a pleasant home. 
The homa economist can~ ~rith 
her Gxpert ad-.--ic9 and hsr d.e3p un-
dersta~ding of family needs and 
problems, give many types of need-
ed assistance. 
, .... . _ 
I . 
C 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
C' 
Calls for home economists 
wto can work with children come 
from many agenciesu 








TOP SECRET 
{-t'°o 
Miss Anna Carter retires June 30th. Her long and faithful 
service to Morehead State College is well known. We as Faculty and Staff 
would be remiss if we did not honor her in a very meaningful way. 
The Faculty and Staff Gifts Committee met with representatives of 
the Morehead College Alumni Association and the Morehead Normal School Alumni 
Association to decide what should be done. It was agreed that each group 
will collect money. It is hoped that enough will be contributed to give 
Miss Anna a gift as rememberance and a trip to someplace which 'sne· wi11 
enjoy. (A Committee is secretly trying to find out her suppressed desires.) 
This will be presented at a reception in her honor. 
Please remember this is to be a surprise to Miss Anna. 
I£ you want to be a part of this expression of appreciation, 
please sign your name and enclose your contribution. Give or send to a 
Committee Member: 
Name of Donor! 
Miss Earlyne Saunders 
Mrs, Ethel Moore 
Dr. Crayton Jackson 
Mr. Lon Young 
Ione M. Chapman, Chairman 
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES 
• 
-------
- . a 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Albert Stewart, Director 
DORAN STUDENT HOUSE 
Sunday. July 24. 1-5 P.M. (First Week) 
Sunday. July 31. 1-5 P.M. (Second Week) 
(All who cannot make this schedule may register on 
arrival.) 
CLASSES 
Poetry-8:40-9:40 A.M. _____ _____ ___ __ ___ __ Mr. Francis 
Short Story-9:50-10:50 A.M. ____ __ ______ __ Mr. Long 
Novel-11 :00-12:00 A.M. __ __ ___ ___ ___ __ _ Mr. Webster 
CONFERENCES 
These will be scheduled in the mornings and after-
noons. Make arrangements with the director. 
GROUP SESSIONS 
These meet in the afternoon from 2 to 3 P .M. 
Poetry: Mr. Francis; Fiction and nonfiction: Mr. 
Webster, Mr. Long. 
NOTES 
All workshop activities are scheduled for the 
Doran Student house until announced changes. 
Students should concentrate on one morning and 
one afternoon session. All should attend lectures. 
Special groups and meetings may be arranged as 
needed. 
Social functions will be planned in detail after the 
Workshop gets underway. 
Afternoon cf!ecfureJ 
3:15 P.M. 
July 25 Suspenseful vs. Ironical Drama __ Mr. Long 
July 26 The Poetry of Ann Cobb __ __ Frankie Evans 
Lynn Crawford 
July 27 Dark Unsleeping Land ____ Al Stewart, et al 
July 28 Garden Party, President's Home ___ -4 P.M. 
July 29 "Sleep in August" and 
"Indiana" ___ ____ _____ _______ ____ _ Mr. Hazel, et al 
Aug. 1 Drama and Verse __ _______ __ _____ Miss Mayhall 
Aug. 2 Overall Novel and Play 
Structure ____ ___ _____ __ _____ __ _____________ Mr. Long 
Aug. 3 Experience and Fiction ____ __ Miss Mayhall 
Aug. 4 The Plot of the Poem __ _________ __ _ Mr. Spears 
f:vening cf!ecfureJ 
7:30 P.M. 
July 25 Medea ________ __________ The Morehead Players 
Mr. Covington, Dir. 
July 26 Robert Frost Speaking _______ ___ Mr. Francis 
July 27 Structure in Exposition ________ ____ Mr. Long 
July 28 Poetry and Politics ___ _____ ________ Mr. Webster 
July 29 Erskine CaldwelL _______ ___ __________ Mr. Hazel 
Aug. 1 Poet's Theatre ____ __ The Morehead Players 
Mr. Covington, Dir. 
Aug. 2 Emily Dickinson: 
Her Posthumous Drama _____ Mr. Francis 
Aug. 3 Unfashionable Novelists 
Who Are Good ______________ Mr. Webster 
Aug. 4 The Orb Weaver ____________________ Mr. Francis 

\ \_ 
2nd Arat1~otl 
~ -5 ~ r1 l'J7 Pray ;-a hJ 
May 16, 1961 
Button Gym 
PROGRAM 
Welcome and Introdu-ction .......... Dr. Z. C. Herrold 
1. Modern Dan-ce 
2. Folk Dan-ce 
3. Tumbling 
4. Square Dan-ce 
5. Trampoline 
6. FolkDance 
7. Adagio 
8. Comedy Du·o 
9. Modern Dance 
10. Square D a nee 
11. Modern Danc e 
Division Chairman 
"Exodus" 
"La Cucaracha" 
(Mexican) 
11 Down South" 
"Tarantella" 
( ltali an) 
"Jazz" 
"Yes Sir That's My Baby" 
"Spotlight" 
MODERN DANCE 
Bett·e Bateman 
Judy Cannon 
Max Calhoun 
Carlena Coleman 
Allan Gordon 
Wally Justice 
Bonnie Olson 
Cook i-e T a 1 a r i co 
Charlotte Young 
FOLK DANCE 
Pat Caudill 
Ann Lane 
Becky Lewis 
Martha May 
SQUARE DANCE 
Patty Clay 
Pete Swain 
Sue Evans 
Jim Pack 
Bonnie Davidson 
Art Shapland 
Helen Ison 
Bruce Collins. 
TUMBLING 
Russ Campbell 
John Egan 
Allan Gordon 
Bill Huff 
Christy Lepper 
Butch Ri-chardson 
Bob Shapiro 
Nancy Vance 
TRAMPOLINE 
All an Gordon 
Christy Lepper 
Butch Richardson 
Bob Shapiro 
Nancy Vance 
ADAGIO 
Vaughn Caudill 
Gary Miller 
Sue Thompson 
Raebel Whitney 
COMEDY 
Allan Gordon 
Butch Richardson 
Bob Shapiro 
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 
Peggy Dunlap Bill Mack Ann Pemberton 
BETTER DRESS 'NEEK 
STYLE SHOW 
Thursday, November 9 , 1961 
9:45 p.m. 
Button Auditorium 
Sponsored by: 
Council of Presidents 

\ D ·1 DH I B ITfR DR[S 
. . J hn Ch:,n el10r Love 
ht:rch c n' 
Tern \V lJi. 
P,ut, Cla} . Ronnie Jennings Leo Wessel 
Je..tr .\nn W ods . 
Li.radean Kohls . • 
• .Jimmy Cox 
. , Jim Cracraft 
Clas room Scene 
Garnetta Maggard. 
, ,Troy Wheeler 
Cleo Farmer, , . • . . Jim Thomas 
<;ue Irvin .•.•.••..••...•..•••••.. Jim Scobee 
Dianna Barker •.•••...•.•..•.••..•. John Galloway 
Cigarette Boy . . 
\Veather Forcast. 
Rain Scene 
Carolyn Pointer. 
Shirley Sagraves 
Ballgame Scene 
Sharon Bush 
Sue i.,albreath 
Anita Rose 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
•••••• f ••••• f ...... .. 
Carolyn Adkins . 
Alice Montjoy. , . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.Jerry Hartlage 
. Frank Blair Hall 
. Roger Dixon 
.John Link 
Ronnie Barker 
Ed Sweeney 
Jim Norsworthy 
. Jerry Woolard 
Charles Richardson 
Dancing the Blues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .Sylvia Horton 
Wallace Justice 
Lounging Scene 
Karen Hutchinson Larry Mayn:1rd 
Judy Stark Gary Mills 
,Jenny Sewe·ll •• ·~ ·• ·• ·• ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·, ·. ·. ·. Ted Byman 
P1 , I ~ .. 
Bonni,· Olc;on 
Thclm I B,H!-cr 
Sh.tron Crissm.111, 
Sue Ev .111s • • • 
• • ' 41' I • 
. ' . iii . ~ I 1,_. •"' I 
. .. 
Tom H,imihon 
•. Max C.dhoun 
Russ Campbell 
• Steve Btirnett 
Spray Net Girl, •.••..•••.• , .••.... , • Millie Ryle 
Judy Cannon 
Can-Can Girls , ... , , ...••..•..•••..• Jonnie Conkel 
Sandra Howell, Diana Davidson, Laradean Kohls, Gayle 
Finney, and Janice Coomer. 
Travel Scene 
Patty Burton . 
Donna Lohmier . . 
Wanda Holbrook .• 
Linda Marshall . 
Sandy Miller .. 
' . ' .... 
. David Vance 
• John Oaks 
.... 
. Jim Codell 
.Gail Combs 
. Marshall Banks 
Martha Smith , . , . • , . . . . . • , . • , , • . • . • Rudy Meiser 
Thanksgiving Scene 
Charlene Adkins . • .John Pfleiger 
Emma L. Gullett • Stewart Shaeffer 
Betty Rowe . . . • . • • , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .:Tom Ellis 
Christie Lepper. • . . , . . . • . . . . , . . . . • • . . Dick Robinson 
Little Evening 
Ann Sandifer . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Harry Mayhew 
Sue Bodenheimer . Vic Henderson 
Kay Baker ........... , . . . . . . . . . .Dick Haines 
Sandra Whitt ....•....... , . , ... , . , •. Harry Weber 
Formal 
Barbara Allen .....•.. , .....••..••• Mike McQuire 
Linda Wolf ....•.•..•.. , , ... , ...•.. Tor1 Hamilton 
Barbara Brown , . , , ... , ..........•. , . Jim Edwards 
Janice Coomer .......•. , ............ Allen Smith 
Darlene Brady . . •.••. John Blothe 
Sandra HowE'll , Paul West 
J\lm..i ~later . , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . • . . . Entire Company 



